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Tech Source Releases Raptor 4000 and Raptor 4000e
High-Resolution Graphics Boards
Orlando, Florida, October 25, 2007 –Tech Source, Inc. today announced the release of two graphics
boards for air traffic management and vessel traffic control. The Raptor 4000 and Raptor 4000e are
PCI and PCI Express graphics boards respectively with two independent outputs that support
resolutions up to 2560 × 2048.
The Raptor 4000 and 4000e come with two DVI-I outputs for use with digital and analog monitors.
This is ideal for ATC applications where simultaneous support for two monitors (2048 × 2048 and
2560 × 1600) may be desired. The cards are highly configurable to support any resolution on either
output. They are fine tuned to work with 2K×2K monitors such as the Tech Source Raptor 2000 LCD
and 30" monitors such as the EIZO FlexScan SX3031W.
Platform support includes Sun desktops/servers, Compaq Alpha workstations, Hewlett-Packard B, C,
and J class workstations, IBM RS/6000 machines, and Linux-based PCs. The driver software is
developed in-house and is easy to install.
The Raptor 4000 and 4000e have 256 MB of on-board memory and an efficient memory manager for
excellent drawing performance with minimum host PC usage. They support layering using several
methods including MOX (multiple overlay extension) with control of up to 32 independently
addressable overlays with dynamic priority adjustment. Both graphics boards can be configured in a
24-bit true color mode, and modes that support 8-bit and 24-bit simultaneous visuals or two 8-bit
visuals are also available.
About Tech Source
Tech Source, Inc. has provided graphics solutions to the ATC and military markets for more than 20
years. Its Raptor series of graphics boards are renowned for their industry-leading performance, easeof-installation, and driver support for all UNIX platforms. Other solutions Tech Source provides
include high resolution LCD monitors, an analog 2K × 2K video switch, and record/playback software.
In 2007, Tech Source was acquired by Eizo Nanao Corporation (EIZO), a leading Japanese
manufacturer of high-end visual display products. EIZO is listed on the First Section of the Tokyo
Stock Exchange (TSE: 6737) and recorded worldwide net sales of more than $810 million in fiscal
year 2006. The combined expertise and complementary product lines of Tech Source and EIZO will
allow the companies to produce cutting-edge graphics solutions for ATC, military, and other markets.
For more information, visit Tech Source on the Web at www.techsource.com
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